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Abstract. We report the results of measurements on the rate of heat loss from hot electrons
in silicon inversion layers at low temperatures. The results are interpreted in terms of the
generation of acoustic phonons and it is found that disorder has a significant effect on this
mechanism. In the low-disorder, high-temperature limit the energy relaxation time tcvaries
with electron temperature T, as TL4.In the high-disorder, low-temperature limit t,varies as
The electron temperature is measured by the effect on the weak two-dimensional
localisation which allows the experiment to be performed at low temperatures.

The silicon inversion layer has become very popular for investigating the properties of
two-dimensional electron systems. It is particularly useful for experiments on the effects
of disorder as the elastic mean free path may be varied simply by changing the carrier
concentration. In this work we present experimental and theoretical results on the rate
of energy loss from a hot two-dimensional electron gas in an inversion layer. The Letter
is divided into three main parts. The first explains the theory of the experiment; the
second briefly describes the experimental techniques, and finally we propose an explanation of the observed energy loss rate.
According to the theories of localisation there is a correction to the conductivity in
two dimensions (e.g. Gorkov ef a1 1979, Kaveh and Mott 1981):

A o = - (nvae2/2&) ln(t&
where ri is the inelastic scattering time, t i s the elastic (impurity) scattering time, riv is
the valley degeneracy and a i s a constant of order 4.
The inelastic scattering time follows a power law dependence on temperature,
ti CC T-P, giving the expression

Abstract. Experiments have used inelastic electron tunnelling spectroscopy as a method of
measuring the phonon density of states of the tunnelling barrier. The magnitude of the
measured d21/dV2characteristic is proportional to the density of phonon states multiplied
by a weighting factor, which depends on the strength of the interaction between the electron
and the phonon. Without a knowledge of this weighting factor the experiments can only
yield qualitative results. In this paper we present a study of the tunnelling process and derive
a weighting factor which allows the phonon density of states to be deduced from the
experimental data.

1. Introduction

The first experiments to use inelastic electron tunnelling as a means of investigating
energy loss processes in a tunnelling barrier were performed by Jaklevic and Lambe
(1966). In their early experiments they incorporated organic molecules in the barrier
and the d21/dV2characteristic of the junction showed structure at bias voltages corresponding to the energy levels of the vibratianal modes of the organic impurities. Later
experiments used tunnelling to investigate the phonon states of the barrier (Giaever and
Zeller 1968). In this case the experimental d2Z/dV2characteristic is a product of the
density of states and a weighting factor, which depends on the strength of the
electron-phonon interaction. Without a knowledge of this weighting factor only qualitative conclusions may be drawn from the experimental results.
Following the early experimental work a number of theoretical derivations of the
inelastic tunnelling current were published (Bennett er a1 1968, Appelbaum and Brink-
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From a theory of Hohenberg and Kohn, approximation methods for treating an inhomogeneous system
of interacting electrons are developed. These methods are exact for systems of slowly varying or high density.
For the ground state, they lead to self-consistent equations analogous to the Hartree and Hartree-Fock
equations, respectively. In these equations the exchange and correlation portions of the chemical potential
of a uniform electron gas appear as additional effective potentials. (The exchange portion of our effective
potential differs from that due to Slater by a factor of -';.) Electronic systems at finite temperatures and in
magnetic lelds are also treated by similar methods. An appendix deals with a further correction for
systems with short-wavelength density oscillations.

I. INTRODUCTION
'N recent years a great deal of attention has been
- - given to the problem of a homogeneous gas of inter-

In Secs. III and IV, we describe the necessary Inodidcations to deal with the finite-temperature
properties
and with the spin paramagnetism of an inhomogeneous
electron gas.
Of course, the simple methods which are here proposed in general involve errors. These are of two general
origins4: a too rapid variation of density and, for 6nite
systems, boundary effects. Refinements aimed at reducing the 6rst type of error are brieQy discussed in
Appendix II.

acting electrons and its properties have been established
with a considerable degree of confidence over a wide
range of densities. Of course, such a homogeneous gas
represents only a mathematical model, since in all real
systeins (atoms, inolecules, solids, etc. ) the electronic
density is nonuniform.
Physica Scripta. Vol. 21,394-401,
1980
It is then a matter of interest to see how properties
of the homogeneous gas can be utilized in theoretical
II. THE GROUND STATE
studies of inhomogeneous
systems. The well-known
methods of Thomas-Fermi' and the Slater' exchange
A. Local Effective Potential
0. Gunnarsson and R.hole
0. Jones
are in this spirit. In the present paper we use the
It has been shown' that the ground-state energy of an
formalism of Hohenberg and Kohn' to carry this
Institut fur Festkorperforschung der Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich, D-5 170 Jhlich, Germany interacting inhomogeneous electron gas in a static poapproach further and we obtain a set of self-consistent
tential n(r) can be written in the form
equations which include, in an approximate way, exReceived June I 2 I9 79
1
e(r)e(r')
change and correlation effects. They' require only a
—
dr dr'+G[e),
knowledge of the true chemical potential, tie(e), of a Z= tt(r)e(r) dr+
r
homogeneous interacting electron gas as a function of
i:,, (2.1)
the density n.
where e(r) is the density and G[e) is a universal funcsets of equations
We derive two alternative
Abstract
[Eqs. (2.8) and (2.22)) which are analogous, respec- tional of the density. This expression, furthermore,
(3) is a
minimum
for
correct
function
the
In this
density
e(r).
i
=
1
the
conventional Hartree and Hartree-Fock.
tively, to
Density functional calculations
for atoms,
moleculesthey
and also
clusters.
0. correlation
section we propose first an approximation for G[e),
include
equations,
and, although
Gunnarsson and R. 0. effects,
Jones (Institut
Festkorperforschung
der where the xc-potential,
is the functional
to Hartree's method
which leadsvx,(r),
to a scheme
analogous derivative
no more
difficult to solve.
they are fur
Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich, D-5 170 Jiilich, Germany).
contains
the
of
effects of exchange
but
the
major
part
The local effective potentials in these equations are
Physica Scripta (Sweden) 21, 394401, 1980.
and correlation.
unique in a sense which is described in Sec. II. In par(4)
The density functional ticular,
formalism
including
We first write
And thata framework
the Slater for
we provides
exchange-hole
potential,
exchange and correlation
effectsitsinomission
the calculation
of ground
state is too large
besides
of correlation
effects,
G[e) = T.This
[e)yZ,
approach gives the (2.2)
of
the
problem
to and N is the number of electrons.
properties of manyelectron
systems.
The
reduction
—,
of
factor
a
by
ground
state
density
n(r)
and
the
total
energy
as well of
as nonthe solution of single-particle
equations
leads
to
important
numerical
where T,[e) is the kinetic energy E,[n],
of a system
Apart from work. on the correlation energy of the
advantages over other ab
initio
methods
of
incorporating
correlation
properties
which
can
be
derived
from
them.
The
E
~
’
S
are
interacting electrons with density e(r) and
homogeneous electron gas, most theoretical many-body
[e) is,
effects. The essential features
the scheme
are outlined and results Lagrange parameters
and have the
not exchange
been shown
t o have any
and. correlation
studies ofhave
been concerned
with elementary excitaenergy
by our definition,
obtained for atomic and molecular systems are surveyed. The local spin
For an
an interacting
tions and as a result there has been little recentdirect
densityno e(r).
physicalof meaning.
Theresystem
is, for with
example,
analogue
t o arbiprogress
density (LSD) approximation gives generally good results for systems
of course, onetheory.
can give no simple exact exin the theory of cohesive energies, elastic Koopmans’
trary e(r),
constants,
theorem
of
Hartree-Fock
where the bonding involves s and p electrons, but results are less satisfor
if e(r)
real (i.e., inhomogeneous)
is sufliciently
etc. , of Non-local
pression
However,
alloys.
[e).
(2)
is a one-body
equation,
so that
the N-particle
LSD and Equation
factory for d-bonded systems.
modifications to themetals
The methods proposed here offer the hope of new
slowly varying, one can show' that
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